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State of Illinois
Advance Directive and Durable Power of Attorney 
Living Will and Power of Attorney for Health Care

The Rest of Your Life recommends that you review completed 
documents with an attorney, especially if there are mitigating 
circumstances surrounding your Advance Directive or Durable 
Power of Attorney.

Advance Directives Electronic Forms 

The ROYL is a leader in offering electronic Advance Directive documents for digital signatures. Electronic 
Advance Directive Forms are secure and accessible anytime from any device that allows for Internet access.

Why do an Advance Directive?

Anyone 18 years of age or older should have an Advance Directive. This document allows for the care you have 
designated to be respected and followed through in the event you cannot speak for yourself. It allows for you to 
name someone to speak on your behalf, but most importantly it removes the stress, anxiety and guilt from decisions 
that your loved ones would otherwise have to make on your behalf.

An Advance Directive is not just for aging people. The cases of Teri Shivo and Karen Ann Quinlan serve as 
examples of how any adult, regardless of age, can benefit from having one. Both young adults, Shivo and Quinlan 
were kept alive by machines for years because they did not tell or write down what they wanted in the event of a 
tragic accident. The court battles that ensued took not only an emotional toll, but required government involvement 
because of disagreements between spouses and family members.

Description:

An Advance Directive, sometimes referred to as a Living Will or an Advance Health Care Directive, allows you to 
make your wishes known if you are unable to speak for yourself.  An Advance Directive provides you and your 
loved ones with peace of mind that your care is compatible with your wishes. This is truly a gift to those you love 
as it helps them clearly know what to do in this stressful situation. 

Advance Directive requirements vary from state to state. You can download the appropriate state form here at no 
cost prior to completing the form online so that you have the required information prepared in advance.

Security:

Your documents are processed using DocuSign, the leader in global electronic signature and document security. 

When you complete your Advance Directive with The ROYL, you can download it as a PDF file to your 
computer’s hard drive. DocuSign will email a final copy to the designees in your Advance Directive. We 
recommend you print a hard copy and send it via email or mail to others you want to have copies. 

Contact us if you have questions in preparing the forms selected.

NOTICE: You must have the required information available prior to initiating the document (designees, 
contact information, wishes for care).
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This declaration is made this __________ day of_______________________________________(month, year).

I, ___________________________________________________, being of sound mind, willfully and voluntarily make

known my desires that my moment of death shall not be artificially postponed.

If at any time I should have an incurable and irreversible injury, disease, or illness judged to be a terminal condition by

my attending physician who has personally examined me and has determined that my death is imminent except for death

delaying procedures, I direct that such procedures which would only prolong the dying process be withheld or withdrawn,

and that I be permitted to die naturally with only the administration of medication, sustenance, or the performance of any

medical procedure deemed necessary by my attending physician to provide me with comfort care.

In the absence of my ability to give directions regarding the use of such death delaying procedures, it is my intention that

this declaration shall be honored by my family and physician as the final expression of my legal right to refuse medical or

surgical treatment and accept the consequences from such refusal.

Signed ___________________________________________________________________________________________

City, County and State of Residence ___________________________________________________________________

The declarant is personally known to me and I believe him or her to be of sound mind. I saw the declarant sign the

declaration in my presence (or the declarant acknowledged in my presence that he or she had signed the declaration) and I

signed the declaration as a witness in the presence of the declarant. I did not sign the declarant’s signature above for or at

the direction of the declarant. At the date of this instrument, I am not entitled to any portion of the estate of the declarant

according to the laws of intestate succession or, to the best of my knowledge and belief, under any will of declarant or

other instrument taking effect at declarant’s death, or directly financially responsible for declarant’s medical care.

Witness __________________________________________________________________________________________

Witness __________________________________________________________________________________________

History
(Source: P.A. 85-1209.)
Annotations
Note. This section was Ill.Rev.Stat., Ch. 110 1/2, Para. 703.

DLiving Willd
DECLARATION
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(NOTICE: the purpose of this power of attorney is to give the person you designate (your “agent”) broad powers
to make health care decisions for you, including power to require, consent to or withdraw any type of personal
care or medical treatment for any physical or mental condition and to admit you to or discharge you from any
hospital, home or other institution. This form does not impose a duty on your agent to exercise granted powers;
but when powers are exercised, your agent will have to use due care to act for your benefit and in accordance with
this form and keep a record of receipts, disbursements and significant actions taken as agent. A court can take
away powers of your agent if it finds the agent is not acting properly. You may name successor agents under this
form but not co-agents, and no health care provider may be named. Unless you expressly limit the duration of this
power in the manner provided below, until you revoke this power or a court acting on your behalf terminates it,
your agent may exercise the powers given here throughout your lifetime, even after you become disabled. The
powers you give your agent, your right to revoke those powers and the penalties for violating the law are
explained more fully in sections 4-5, 4-6, 4-9 and 4-10(b) of the Illinois “Powers of Attorney for Health Care Law”
of which this form is a part. That law expressly permits the use of any different form of power of attorney you may
desire. If there is anything about this form that you do not understand, you should ask a lawyer to explain it to you.)

POWER OF ATTORNEY made this __________ day of_______________________________________(month, year).

1.  I, ______________________________________________________________________________________________
(insert name and address of principal)

hereby appoint: _____________________________________________________________________________________
(insert name and address of agent)

as my attorney-in-fact (my “agent”) to act for me and in my name (in any way I could act in person) to make any and all
decisions for me concerning my personal care, medical treatment, hospitalization and health care and to require, withhold
or withdraw any type of medical treatment or procedure, even though my death may ensue. My agent shall have the same
access to my medical records that I have, including the right to disclose the contents to others. My agent shall also have
full power to authorize an autopsy and direct the disposition of my remains. Effective upon my death, my agent
has the full power to make an anatomical gift of the following (initial one):

Any organ:
Specific organs:

(The above grant of power is intended to be as broad as possible so that your agent will have authority to make
any decision you could make to obtain or terminate any type of health care, including withdrawal of food and
water and other life-sustaining measures, if your agent believes such action would be consistent with your intent
and desires. If you wish to limit the scope of your agent’s powers or prescribe special rules or limit the power to
make an anatomical gift, authorize autopsy or dispose of remains, you may do so in the following paragraphs.)

 2.  The powers granted above shall not include the following powers or shall be subject to the following rules or limita-
tions (here you may include any specific limitations you deem appropriate, such as: your own definition of when life-
sustaining measures should be withheld; a direction to continue food and fluids or life-sustaining treatment in all events;
or instructions to refuse any specific types of treatment that are inconsistent with your religious beliefs or unacceptable to
you for any other reason, such as blood transfusion, electro-convulsive therapy, amputation, psychosurgery, voluntary
admission to a mental institution, etc.):

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

(continued)

DPower of Attorney for Health Cared
Illinois Statutory Short Form
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(The subject of life-sustaining treatment is of particular importance. For your convenience in dealing with that
subject, some general statements concerning the withholding or removal of life-sustaining treatment are set forth
below. If you agree with one of these statements, you may initial that statement; but do not initial more than one):

I do not want my life to be prolonged nor do I want life-sustaining treatment to be provided or continued if my
agent believes the burdens of the treatment outweigh the expected benefits. I want my agent to consider the
relief of suffering, the expense involved and the quality as well as the possible extension of my life in making
decisions concerning life-sustaining treatment.

I want my life to be prolonged and I want life-sustaining treatment to be provided or continued unless I am in a
coma which my attending physician believes to be irreversible, in accordance with reasonable medical standards
at the time of reference. If and when I have suffered irreversible coma, I want life-sustaining treatment to be
withheld or discontinued.

I want my life to be prolonged to the greatest extent possible without regard to my condition, the chances I have
for recovery or the cost of the procedures.

(This power of attorney may be amended or revoked by you in the manner provided in section 4-6 of the Illinois
“powers of attorney for health care law” (see the back of this form). Absent amendment or revocation, the author-
ity granted in this power of attorney will become effective at the time this power is signed and will continue until
your death, and beyond if anatomical gift, autopsy or disposition of remains is authorized, unless a limitation on
the beginning date or duration is made by initialing and completing either or both of the following:)

3.(  ) This power of attorney shall become effective on ______________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________
(insert a future date or event during your lifetime, such as court determination of your disability, when you want this power to first take effect)

4.(  ) This power of attorney shall terminate on ____________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________
(insert a future date or event, such as court determination of your disability, when you want this power to terminate prior to your death)

(If you wish to name successor agents, insert the names and addresses of such successors in the following paragraph.)

5.  If any agent named by me shall die, become incompetent, resign, refuse to accept the office of agent or be unavailable,

I name the following (each to act alone and successively, in the order named) as successors to such agent:

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

For purposes of this paragraph 5, a person shall be considered to be incompetent if and while the person is a minor or an
adjudicated incompetent or disabled person or the person is unable to give prompt and intelligent consideration to health
care matters, as certified by a licensed physician.

(continued)
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(If you wish to name your agent as guardian of your person, in the event a court decides that one should be
appointed, you may, but are not required to, do so by retaining the following paragraph. The court will appoint
your agent if the court finds that such appointment will serve your best interests and welfare. Strike out paragraph
6 if you do not want your agent to act as guardian.)

6.  If a guardian of my person is to be appointed, I nominate the agent acting under this power of attorney as such guard-
ian, to serve without bond or security.

7.  I am fully informed as to all the contents of this form and understand the full import of this grant of powers to my
agent.

Signed ____________________________________________________________________________________________
(principal)

The principal has had an opportunity to read the above form and has signed the form or acknowledged his or her signature
or mark on the form in my presence.

____________________________________________ Residing at___________________________________________
(witness)

(You may, but are not required to, request your agent and successor agents to provide specimen signatures below. If you
include specimen signatures in this power of attorney, you must complete the certification opposite the signatures of the
agents.)

Specimen signatures of agent (and successors) I certify that the signatures of my agent (and successors)
are correct.

_________________________________________ _____________________________________________
(agent) (principal)

_________________________________________ _____________________________________________
(successor agent) (principal)

_________________________________________ _____________________________________________
(successor agent) (principal)
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